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Aliens Abduct!!
1. Color
2. Number
3. Type Of Candy
4. Number
5. Verb
6. Planet
7. Planet
8. Name
9. Verb
10. Verb
11. Verb
12. Number
13. Verb
14. Verb
15. Something Flat
16. Type Of Candy
17. Verb

Aliens Abduct!!
The

alien with

Color

. The alien ate

candy

Number

and landed on the

Planet

"Monster!!"; The alien heard him and
Verb

eye ran to the candy store and bought crazy core

Number

and grew as big as the empire state building. He
. A kid named

Planet

Verb

Number

Verb

over the

pointed at the alien and called out

Name

back down to Earth. He picked up the boy and

back to the moon. The brown-haired mom

bag of crazy core skittles. She ate

Type of

into the candy store and ripped open a

Verb

of them and grew so huge her head reached the moon when

she stood on her gigantic toes. She picked up the alien and threw him to the ground. The son of the huge mom
Verb

onto his mom. The son compared to his mom was smaller than one of her hairs. The mom

Verb

on the alien until he was as flat as a

Something flat

.

"Don't mess with me or my family!!"; the mom yelled at the alien. She picked up a bag of tropical
Type of candy

and shrunk to regular size.

"Mommy, help me,"; the kid said flying above her on the bottom of a alien spaceship.

"You don't mess with me or my family!!"; an alien yelled. The mom
spaceship hard to the ground.

Verb

up and smashed the alien

"You don't mess with me ever again!!"; the mom yelled at the aliens. The family was safe again.

.
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